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NEW

At the Savannah Bee Company, we truly 
care about BEES & the environment! We’re 
proud to work with individual beekeepers 

who support their local communities. 
From artisanal honeys & honeycomb 

to lip balms and body butters, 
we are the one-stop honey 

shop for all honey 
lovers.

Timeless, classic, full-grain leather goods. 
Every Couture piece in the Claire Chase 
Collection says you have arrived. Their 
signature designs never go out of style. 

Elevate your gifting experience 
with a personal touch by 

monogramming or debossing 
with a corporate logo.

Beauty Rewards has the luxury, brand 
name beauty, beauty tools & fragrances 

your corporate gifting and program 
recipients desire.  Well stocked & 

delivered on time with 
expanding categories 
including Golf Buddy, 

Loverly Spa sets 
and more. 

OptiLingo is a language learning app 
that takes a different approach.  Learn 

real-world expressions as you simply 
listen, speak, and repeat useful phrases 

and high-frequency words to gain 
confidence & fluency in a new 

language. One subscription 
includes 20 languages!

The Bugatti Group, is a luxury lifestyle & lug-
gage brand with innovative ideas, inspired 
by European design. Both smart & stylish, 

their eye-catching designs are perfect 
for the everyday business or leisure 
traveler. From buttery soft leather 

to recycled materials, Bugatti 
has a price point to fit 

every budget.

eCreamery deliciously crafted 
premium ice cream & cookies bring 

joy for any occasion or gift.  Make a 
WOW statement by personalizing 

your pints to make your 
customers’ message a 
scoop ahead of their 

competition!
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Celebration of life with family and friends 
through the beauty of handcrafted 

Italian designs for the table, home, 
and garden. We believe in 

cherishing those moments 
that bring joy to 

our lives.

NEW

Fiercely passionate about elevating the snack food 
experience. We use simple, natural ingredients 

to make our one-of-a-kind artisanal soft 
pretzels, Liège Belgian waffles, artfully 
blended sauces, and gourmet flavored 
salts and sugars. Because when it 

comes to snacking, you should 
love every bite.
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